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February 14, 1991
,

Docket No. 50-461

Mr. A. B. Davis ?)
Regional Administrator, Region III
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ssion
790 Roosevelt Road
Clen Ellyn, IL 60137

Subject: Response to Notices of Violations in Inspection Report (
50-461/90026 dated January 15. 1991

Dear Mr. Davis:

| 'This letter provides the Illinois Power Company (IP) response
to the Notices of Violation in NRC Inspection Report 50-461/90026.
The Notices of Violation concern inadequate radiological controls.

IP believes that this response adequately resolves the concerns
of the Notices of Violation.

7 Sincerely yours,

.A
F. A. Spangenberg, III
Manager, Licensing and Safety

%

JAB /alh

Attachment

cc: NRC Clintor. Licensing Project Manager
NRC Resident Office
Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
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Attachment A
'

Illinois Power Company, ,

Clinton Power Station |
1

i

A. The Notice of Violation states in part:

..on November 29, December 9 and December 10, 1990, personnel"

failed to maintain positive control of access to HRAs in the B RHR
heat exchanger room, the fuel pool heat exchanger room and the A
RHR heat exchanger room, respectively."

O
I. Backstognd

Historically, the Radiation Protection (RP) Department set
limits for controlling locking of High Radiation Area (HRA)
doors at greater than 100 millirem per hour (mR/hr) to be
conservative. Prior to the second refueling outage, RP
initiated a change to Clinton Power Station (CPS) policy to
meet the Technical Specification requirement of 1000 mR/hr
for locking doors. The policy was changed based on the
radiological work force generally having several years of
experience with complying with CPS RP policies and the
practicalities involved with locking a large number of HRA
doors.

On November 29, 1990, a RP technician was escorting Stone
and Webster insulators into the "B" Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) Heat Exchanger (HX) room. In addition to this entry,
the RP technician was going to escort Plant Operations
personnel into the "A" RHR HX room by crossing through the
Main Steam Isolation Valvo Blower Room (which interconnects
the HX rooms). While trnversing from the "B" RHR rooms to
the "A" RHR rooms, the RP technicians observed four (4)

controlled doors (e.g., doors that provide a boundary for
Secondary Containrent, HRA, and/or Fire Protection) that
were not properly secured. The "A" RHR HX room outer
airlock door, an HRA door, was found propped open with a
roll of tape. (This was documented in Licensee Event Report
90016.)

On Decembar 9, 1990, an NRC resident inspector found a HRA
,

door to the Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup (FC) RX room
,

propped open with a canvas tool bag. Three workers had full
view of the door. The resident inspector questioned RP
technicians at the Drywell control point (although the three
workers were working on activities controlled by the
Auxiliary / Fuel Building control point) regarding this door,

i The NRC resident inspector accompanied one of the Drywell
control-point techniciant back to the area of the FC door to
determine if control of the door was being maintained. The
RP Technician questioned the three workers and it was not
evident that any individual was " guarding" the door. Upon
follow-up by the Radiation Protection Shift Supervisor
(RP1R), the foreman of the grouo reated that he had seen the
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NRC resident inspector and would not have permitted any
entry into the room.

On December 10, 1990, at approximately 1525, a RP technicien
and a Region III Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Health
Physics inspector were touring the 737' elevation of the
Auxiliary Building. Upon arrivinh at the "A" RHR door (a
HRA door), the technician and the inspector noted this door
was locked, but not secured.

II. Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved

Upon discovery, the doors were placed under appropriate
control by RP Technicians.

III. Corrective Actigns Taken to Avoid Furlb.er Violations

Magnetic signs stating " RESTRICTED HIGH RADIATION AREA THIS
DOOR MUST REMAIN LOCKED AND SECURED EXCEPT FOR PERSONNEL

. ENTRY OR EXIT" will be posted at the appropriate doors to
alert personnel to the specific use and requirements of the
doors. These signs (approximately 12" X 30" with yellow
lettering on a magenta background) will replace computer
generated signs (approximately 8.5" X 11" with black
1cttering on a white background), to increase worker
sensitivity . (through human factors) to door control.

Cli'aton- Power Station (CPS) procedures outlining the
radiation levels at which doors are required to be locked
have-been revised. . The previous radiation icyc1 above whi:hs

doors must be locked was 100 mR/hr, and the revised level

has been established at 1000 mR/hr and above. The revised
radiation level specified in the procedures now reflects the
level stated in the CPS Technical Specifications, Section
6.12 and significantly reduces the number of doors requiring
positive control,

i CPS procedure 1905.21, " Restricted High Radiat!on Area Key
Control," was revised to restrict the issuance of keys, for
doors required to be locked, to Radiation Protection
personnel only. Training was provided to appropriate
Radiation PU cection personnel on the revised procedure.

A memorandum has been issued to cdvise all plant personnel
of the revised requirements.

IV. Date When Full ComnLiance Will Be Achieved

Illinois Power is in full compliance. Corrective Action
will be complete when the magnetic signs are appropriately
posted. This is expected to be completed by July 30, l991.
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B. The_ Notice of Violat' states in nort:

.cn November 3. (, the licensee ftiled to evaluate the"
.

radiological hazarN< .c sa ith the maintenance of the A RHR
pump discharge ch c e'. valve . In.s failure resulted in the exposure p
of personnel to airborre r,adioactive materiais and a failure to
post an airborne radioactivity area as required by 10 CFR
20.203(d)(2)."

I. Background

The event being addressed involved activities in progress in two
adj acent areas on Radiation Work Permit (RWP) 90003024 for an
inspection of valve 1E12r031A under Preventive Maintenance item
PMMRHM009, and RWP 90002971 for bolting the RHR HX cnd bell into
riace under Maintenance Work Request (MWR) D00227. Valve
1E12F031A is located on the 707' eleva; ion of the Auxiliary
Building, along the east wall of the RHR A pump room. The RHR
heat exchangur is located in an adjacent room (soparated by a
shield wall with two passages).

On November S. 1990, at 1116 hours, five (5) Stone and Webster

,
workers began signing in on RWP 90002971. All workers had signed-

' off of the RWP by 1313 hours.

At approximately 1120 hours, the valve bonnet was raised, and the
cir sample to support this activity was started. This activity '

was completed at approximately 1220 hours, at which time the air
+sample was secured. The air sample was not counted at this time

because the RP technician was not anticipating airborne activity
due to precautions being taken to reduce airborne radioactivity
(e.g., keeping the valve internals wet) and raciation IcVels in
the area precluded any air sample screening from being performedi

| in the room. Furthermore, air sample data from the previous
activities performed did not indicate the potential for airborno

activie). The valve extericr was wiped down with a masslin cloth
in rteparation for torquing activities to be conducted later
without respiratory protection.

ILolE

Discussions with a mechanic, his supervisor, the RP
technicians, and the Quality Verification inspector during
follow up ir.vestigations,. indicate power tools, which could
have caused ai.-borne activity, were not utilized for any of
the above evclutions.

.
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At approximately 1220 hours, workers began cleaning studs and nuts
and placing them into the valve body. At approximately 1300
hours, the mechanical maintenance workers exited the work area and
proceeded to the frisker for a whole body frisk. Both mechanical
maintenance individuals had skin contamination on -the neck and
chin near the respirator sealing area. Both individuals were
subsequently decontaminated.

Scretaing of the air sample in support of RWP 90003024, at 1330
hours, indicated an activity level of 8.85E-8 microcuries per
cubic centimeter (pCi/cc). Thia represented approximately 10
times Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) in the area where
workers were wearing respirators. In the adjacent area, working
on RWP 90002971, workers were not wearing respirators and air
sampling indicated airborne concentrations of up to 60% of one
MPC. Although these workers were not required to wear respirators
at this level of airborne concentration, the area was not posted
as an airborne area as required for concentrations above 25% of
one MPC. The RPSS was informed. Two factors also contributed to
this violation:

A. Plant ventilation in .ne work area was not availabic
and the RPSS was not aware of this condition.

B. A potential airborne producing task was performed in a
large cubicle which was not posted as an airborne
area. The area was accessible through three doors.

11. Corractive Actions Taken and Results Achieved

The RPSS immediately directed that the affected areas be. evacuated
and costed as Airborna Radioactivity Areas, and directed back up
air s amples be performed in the affected and adjacent areas.

III. Corrective Actfons Taken to Avoid Further Viointions

The RPSS Shift Turnover Summary Sheet has been r6 vised to include
the current status-of plant ventilation systems. The revision has
also added the provisions to log the changes which have occurred
on shift, and the impacts of those changes.

Radiological Operations Group Work Instruction (ROGWI) 4,0,
RADIOLOGICAL JOB COVERAGE, provides guidance for potential
airborne producing activities. Required Reading, highlighting the
section applicable for airborne job coverage, has been completed
by all RP technicians and RPSSs.
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In order to improve the planning and executien of radiological
work, a ROCVI will be developed and implemented detailing the;

specific information necessary for the Radiation Protection staff
4 - to adequately plan daily activities. This detailed information

will allow the RPSS and/or Lead RP Technicians to ensure the
appropriate controls have been evaluated and are in place on a
daily basis for work in progress. L,is work instruction will be Ia

approved by February 28, 1991 and training on the instruction will
be provided to the hadiological Operations staff by March 30,
1991.

ROGWI 4.0 will be revised to include a flow chart outlining plant '

condit!ons versus appropriate field controls (i.e., use of
containments, ventilation units, etc.). This work instruction;

' revision will be approved by February 28, 1991 and training will
be ptovided to the Radiological Operations staff by March 30,
1991.

IV. Date Maen Full Compliance Will be Achieved

Illinois Power will be in full compliance by March 30, 1991.
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